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SPORTS DAY- 2024  

Thursday 20th June set the stage for our gloriously sunny Sports Day.  

Students were competing in their four houses and gave their all in the events which included; 

tug of war, sprint relay, the cube, javelin, endurance challenge and rounders.  

In the endurance event, teams had to work together to ensure there was always two runners 

working to collect tokens. Attenborough House dominated this event over all year groups.  

In the gym, Priory’s version of ‘The Cube’ was held, where teams rotated around four 

challenges designed to test patience, teamwork and a steady hand. During ‘tower build’ teams 

had to build the highest tower with blocks and have it stand for 3 seconds, on ‘box throw’ they 

were challenged to throw a weighted dice over a wall and into the box hidden behind it. There 

were frantic scenes in ‘scatter’ with students racing against the clock to collect all the balls and 

return them to the tub the fastest. Nerves were tested in ‘ball roll’ where the ball had to be 

rolled carefully along the bench and into the target zone without falling.   

The sprint and javelin relays saw students use their tactical abilities to place students 

strategically in their order to achieve the fastest times in their races. And rounders matches 

allowed for great teamwork and tactical skills to be demonstrated in a game situation.  

A firm favourite of the day was the ‘Tug of War’, not only did it require strength and 

determination but it saw students work incredibly well together, working as one to overpower 

their opponents.  

The day culminated in the whole school races on the field with students competing for their 

house in the 100m finals or the 4 x 100m relay.  

Staff also got involved, putting on an almighty show of strength in the Tug of War!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

When all of the points for the day were added up the 
overall winners were Frank House! 

A special mention to the teams below who were the 
highest scoring houses and teams per year; 

Best House Per Year Best individual Team per year 

Year 7- Attenborough Attenborough 1 

Year 8- Turing Turing 3 

Year 9- Frank Yousafzai 3 

Year 10- Frank Frank 1 
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